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“We’re very excited to have our first real-world demonstration project up and running. Everything went
together just as designed, and the system is operating very well.”

Game-Changing BIPV Glass Building Skin Technology Gets
First Demonstration Project in the Netherlands
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Key members of the SUMMIT consortium project include:

Eurotron B.V.
Fully Automated Production Lines
For assembling back-contact solar cells (P-MWT, N-MWT, IBC and
HJ-IBC types) in glass/backsheet and glass/glass module constructions.

Femtogrid Energy Solutions B.V.
A power-management technology company specializing in safe,
reliable, “plug-’n-play” power optimizers and smart electronics for
the sustainable-energy market (e.g. solar, urban wind, and blue
energy). fermtogrid’s technolgy features patented parallel software
architecture combined with very-high-efficiency power-point
tracking per individual sustainable energy source.

Fraunhofer Institute for Chemical Technology
Expertise in all aspects of polymer engineering for plastics and
composites applications, particularly in the fields of materials and
process development for high-volume production. Fraunhofer ICT
provides development support from design through manufacturing.

IBC-Solar B.V.
An engineering/procurement/construction firm specialised in solar
PV systems. The company operates globally and coordinates solar
projects of every size. it also provides operation maintenance,
and monitors its custom-built power supplies. With over 150,000
turnkey systems representing more than 2.5 gigawatts (GWp) installed capacity, IBC-Solar is one of the world’s leading PV system
integrators.

Rimas Technology Group B.V.
A global technology company providing equipment and knowledge for product assembly and production, Rimas specializes in
tailor-made engineering solutions in fields as diverse as automotive, aerospace, and solar.

Tulipps B.V.
Developer of patent-pending, lightweight Solar PV Module
Technology and system. The COSMOS® module technology is
characterized as follows: game-changing glass or glass/BIPV
building skins dimensionally adaptable • frameless module technology • highly-efficient • lightweight • rapid installation • high
aesthetics • cost-competitive with all other building-skin materials.

Uniresearch B.V.
Independant grant-consultancy company specialised in start up
and management of technology innovations. The company provides high-quality services helping clients find funding opportunities
and prepare applications for regional, national, and EU grants like
the European Commission’s Seventh Framework Program (FP7)
and Horizon2020.

Yparex B.V.

Leading European supplier of extrudable tie-layer resins for a variety of high-tech applications, including multilayer barrier packaging
film, medical film, multilayer pipe, architectural wall cladding, and
wire & cable.

Kiwa Italy S.p.A.
An internationally accredited testing and certification institute.
Kiwa’s Italy’s laboratory is able to test and certify PV modules according to global standards, including the IEC & EN Standards (e.g.
IEC-EN 61730, IEC 61215, and IEC 61646). Additionally, Kiwa can
test and certify materials and components for these systems.

http://www.summit-project.eu

EINDHOVEN, THE NETHERLANDS – The
first demonstration of a game-changing
building-integrated photovoltaic (BIPV)
module technology for sloped roofs and
cladding has been installed at the Solar
Energy Application Centre (SEAC) research
facility, Solar Beat located at the Eindhoven
University of Technology. Completed in
February, the 30-square-meter project
consists of 30 small and large modules
capable of 4.5-kW peak energy generation
as well as 1.9-square meters of “dummy”
panels to measure a variety of parameters.
The demonstration project is both a realworld showcase allowing the building and
solar industries to see the technology in
operation, as well as a “laboratory” to run
ongoing performance tests.
TULiPPS B.V. (parent of TULiPPS Solar B.V.),

in cooperation with members of the SUMMIT
and LiRoB consortia, has spent more than
five years developing patent-pending frameless module technologies that enable the
utilization of beautiful building skins that are
cost-competitive with other roofing and cladding materials. The glass skins also offer the
option of PV functionality to create energyneutral buildings. The new PV module design
provides superb aesthetics, high power output,
the lowest installation and systems costs, and
the lowest carbon footprint on the market
today.
Both the SUMMIT¹ and LiRoB² teams have
been working to eliminate long-standing issues
with conventional PV modules, which are
heavy, unattractive, costly, and offered in a
limited number of sizes, which can make it
difficult to fit in odd-size locations on typical

Key members of the Lightweight Rooftop BIPV
(LiRoB) consortium project include:
DSM, Energy Research Centre of the Netherlands
(ECN), Kiwa BDA Testing B.V. and BDA Dak- en
Geveladvies B.V., KIWA Nederland B.V., Oskomera
Solar Power Solutions, Resin (Products & Technology) B.V., SABIC Petrochemicals B.V., SCX-Solar
B.V., Solar Energy Application Centre (SEAC), SolNed B.V., TNO, TULiPPS B.V. and Yparex B.V.

The first demonstration of a game-changing building-integrated photovoltaic (BIPV) module technology
for sloped roofs and cladding has been installed at the Solar Energy Application Centre (SEAC) research
facility, Solar Beat located at the Eindhoven University of Technology.

roofs and building walls. An important goal
of the consortium has been to fix these and
other issues by developing a lighter, longer
lasting, more resilient, energy-efficient, and
lower cost PV module platform that can be
used as BIPV for sloped roofs and as building
cladding, as well as for large modules on flat
roofs.
One of the defining differences between
conventional PV modules and patent-pending
COSMOS® module systems is the latter’s
dimension adaptability. Patented design,
construction, and mounting technologies are
combined with very-thin-(2mm) toughened
glass-faced PV laminate (which is lighter and
provides higher energy transmission) plus
hybrid thermoplastic composites (which are
light, strong, durable, cost effective, and fully
recyclable). Together, these high-tech
materials make it possible to produce higher
performance, longer lasting modules cost
effectively in a wide variety of shapes and
sizes. This, in turn, enables far more surface
area of a building’s roof and walls to be
covered with a glass skin and/or energygenerating PV modules ― both of which fit
neatly into one COSMOS system and have
very-similar appearance. Additional use of

smart-module power management by
Femtogrid Energy Solutions B.V. provides
higher energy generation that is less prone to
power drop-off even under non-ideal (shaded)
conditions.
Since energy-neutral buildings (in the form of
decreasing energy-performance coefficients
(EPCs)) are already the law in many parts of
Europe³, architects face a dilemma. “Every
new building that is designed in The
Netherlands and every building-renovation
project is going to require solar” explains Paul
Stassen, consortia leader and TULiPPS B.V.
founder and CEO. “Thermal-insulation
practices alone aren’t enough to get you to
the required EPC level. And this level will only
get tougher in coming years. To comply with
the mandate, you will need to generate most
or all of a building’s energy needs on site.
Then the challenge becomes how to install
the right amount of PV modules efficiently
and cost-effectively without destroying
building aesthetics or driving up costs
unnecessarily.”
The new COSMOS glass-building skin is a
dramatically different solution for meeting
these previously conflicting needs. On the

And the following third-party suppliers also played an important role by providing materials and/
or support:
Chematronics B.V.- Eindhoven
Easicomp GmbH
Eppstein Foils GmbH
Henkel AG & Company, KGaA
Interfloat Corp.
Qolortech B.V.
Rockwool Group

“This latest generation of modules includes every special feature our consortia have developed and that
we could pack in, so the system really represents the best of the best.”

one hand it provides a cost-effective system
for achieving a durable water-tight building
skin with good aesthetics (owing to frameless
modules with invisible mounting systems),
rapid installation (via click-&-go/repair-&replace functionality without need for screws,
bolts, or tools during module mounting), lower
weight (for easier installation that requires
less building modification to structurally
support the system), and dimensional
versatility (to fit a larger percentage of
buildings walls and roofs without gaps).
On the other hand, modular glass skins can
be removed and replaced with PV modules
that are designed to fit the system, thereby
dramatically improving the building’s energy
profile. Either way, a very cost-effective tailormade cladding or roofing solution is provided
that decouples the cost of PV cells from the
cost of the entire PV module.
The pilot system consists of modules
containing both H-pattern cells and backcontact cells. Non-functional “dummy” cells
installed on the top row above the H-pattern
cells are being used to measure wind loads
(wind-induced pressures). Other parameters
being evaluated include real-time temperature
on the back side of each individual module

in the array, as well as in a variety of air gaps
of differing sizes between modules and the
roof. Additionally, researchers are monitoring
pressure equalization above and below the
modules and power output for every module.
The latter will help compare the performance
of more conventional modules with H-pattern
cells vs. newer and more efficient modules
containing back-contact cells as a function of
weather.
“We’re very excited to have our first realworld demonstration project up and running,”
adds Stassen. “Everything went together just
as designed, and the system is operating very
well. This latest generation of modules
includes every special feature our consortia
have developed and that we could pack in,
so the system really represents the best of
the best.”

¹ SUMMIT is short for the project’s title, Smart large lightweight
long life Multifunctional PV Module Technology for large power
installations and distributed energy generation.
² LiRoB is an abbreviation for Lightweight Rooftop BIPV.
³ http://ec.europa.eu/energy/en/topics/energy-efficiency/buildings

